
 

 

The Florida Conservation Coalition (FCC) is devoted to protecting and conserving Florida’s land, 

fish and wildlife and water resources that are essential to the well-being and quality of life of the 

residents of this state, and for its long-term economic prosperity. Simply, we are a group of over 

50 conservation groups and 1,000 individual who want to protect our waters and lands and 

restore and strengthen the programs that safeguard our environment.   Our water and natural 

resources sustain our economy and quality of life and define who we are as Floridians. The 

Coalition is non-partisan, open to all, and asks for no money. Its power comes from members 

taking action to protect the waters and lands they love. That is why I am a member of the FCC 

and asking for your help. 

The FCC focuses on eight key water policy and resource management issues that have the 

greatest impact on Florida’s waters and natural environment. 

Promoting efficient use and conservation of water. The FCC supports measures to 

promote the efficient and reasonable use of water. Robust water conservation measures should 

be mandatory for all permitted water users, particularly in areas of the state suffering from 

decreased flows and levels in rivers, springs, and lakes. Ask your legislator to support efforts to 

assure that water remains for future users and the environment by mandating increased water 

conservation. 

Reversing the loss of environmental safeguards. The 2011 legislature passed law which 

reversed what was referred to as the “burden of proof test” whereby environmental permit 

applicants, under challenge, were required to prove that their activities would not cause 

environmental damage. With support from the Department of Environmental Protection the 

burden of proof test was reversed by the legislature.  Now any such challenger of a decision on 

even the most egregious proposal must defend its position against the state and the permit 

seeker, who gets the last word.  Tell your legislator that this is not fair to homeowners 

associations and citizens like us.  

Opposing efforts to privatize Florida’s water. Water in Florida is owned by us, the public, 

not corporations, special interests, or individuals. Floridians must oppose all efforts to take 

away public control of our water; whether by excessively long-term water use permits, the 



 
 

banking of water, or taking away public access to rivers, lakes, and streams. Ask your legislator 

to oppose legislation that moves Florida towards the privatization of water ownership and 

control.   

Ensuring that growth management laws and policies support sustainable use of 

water. Florida is set to pass New York as the third largest state in the country as early as next 

year. Effective growth management laws and agencies are key to assuring that Florida is able to 

continue the growth that our economy thrives on, without degrading our environment and 

quality of life.  

Failure to understand the important connection between Florida’s environment and economy 

has resulted in the abolishment our state’s growth management agency in 2011. This has 

resulted in less effective state and regional oversight and guidance and potentially less 

protection for our critical natural resources from sprawl and poor planning.  Unfortunately, 

many local governments don't have sufficient planning departments or expertise.  Many also 

often lack the resources to engage in regional planning efforts that are necessary to protect 

surface, groundwater and other natural resources that extend beyond county lines and are of 

regional or statewide significance. Ask you legislator to support restoration of growth  

management legislation that will protect Florida’s economy and environment. 

Funding Florida Forever including acquiring land for water resource protection. 

The Florida Forever Coalition is calling for $100 million dollars in new funding for Florida 

Forever. By protecting critical ecosystems and natural services from development we are able to 

protect our water resources and provide habitat and greenways for Florida’s fish and wildlife 

and our people.  Ask your legislator to support increased funding for Florida Forever and to 

support the Florida Water and Land Legacy amendment. 

Reaffirming Florida’s commitment to restore the Everglades, upon which South 

Florida’s water supply and quality of life depends. It is essential that the Governor and 

Legislature continue to fund and show strong support for rapid and effective Everglades 

restoration. The Everglades provides drinking water to 1 in every 3 Floridians and is a unique 

ecosystem in the world. If Florida cannot come together to protect the Everglades, how can we 

hope to protect all of our other springs, rivers, lakes, and natural lands? Ask your legislator to 

support Everglades restoration. 

  Managing Florida’s water resources at the regional, not state level. Florida’s system 

of water governance is based on regional management by Florida’s 5 water management 



 
 

districts, with governing boards appointed by the Governor. Under this system, widely classified 

as the best in the U.S, Florida has progressed in water supply and conservation, environmental 

protection, and land conservation.  Much of this success can be credited to independent 

Governing Boards which previously set policy and managed these important agencies.  However, 

the Water Management Districts have been largely taken over by Tallahassee.  Ask your 

legislator to restore the independence of Florida’s Water Management Districts.  

Restoring reasonable funding for Florida’s water management districts, which will 

assure the safety and supply of our drinking water, as well as protect our rivers, lakes, springs, 

and aquifers. Funding for many important conservation, restoration, education and outreach 

programs has already been either dramatically reduced or eliminated and more cuts may be on 

the horizon. We have also lost a tremendous amount of valuable knowledge and expertise from 

the resulting layoffs. District budgets and staff have been cut by more than 20% in the past two 

years. Ask your legislator to restore funding to Florida’s water management districts so that they 

can properly manage Florida’s water resources. 

 


